KATHLEEN MC TIGUE

Wildly Adaptable

Online Tool

Support for Experiential Learning

The Heart of It

Social Justice Study Guide

STRATEGIC WHEN PICKING PROGRAM LEADERS

RICH DIVERSITY MAKES IT POSSIBLE

Immersion Learning

OUR FRAMEWORK

Need for Volunteering

Volunteer Placements

Finding the Inclusive Language

Fahs Collaborative

Help People Think Strategically

Get People Ready to Respond

Need for Resources

People Are Unaware That This Is a Challenge

It's Hard to Live on the Bridge

Build the Path as We Walk It

Between Two Parent Institutions

Change Is HARD

RELIERS ON A NARRATIVE

People Are Going to Have to Start Talking in a Different Way

Our People Need to Be More Radical!

Make an Impact

Develop Relationships

It's Going to Take Us Awhile to Reach Our Mission

We Need to Be Funded

Things That Can Be Measured and Counted Are Not the Same

 Becomes a Practical Problem

Takes a Longer Time

Better Ways to Prove What We're Doing Is Worthwhile

The Service Is What Happens When You Come Back Home

Highly Skilled Leaders

Our Framework

Support for Social Justice Education as Activism

A New Way to Do Social Justice Education as Activism

In the Heart of It

Fahs Collaborative